Reading is one of the most interesting parts of human activity. By reading, readers will get lesson, information, and knowledge. Readers can find some resources for reading. One of the resources is literature, reading literary work, occasionally is just wasting time, and sometimes people feels bored, lazy and difficult to understand literary work. Actually reading literary work is interesting and it is easy to be appreciated. The writer of this thesis appreciates and comprehends novel as a literary work. The writer of this thesis tries to analyze J.K.Rowling’s novel because the story is good and best seller.

The propose of study is to find out the suffering that happens to the main character (Harry Potter), the causes of Harry Potter’s sufferings and how Harry Potter solved his sufferings.

This study uses the descriptive qualitative method which aims at predicting the characteristics of the population systematically, factually and accurately.

The result of the study shows that one kind of Harry Potter’s suffering is mental suffering.

This mental suffering consist of: felling sad, felling disappointed, felling painful, and felling fearful.

The causes of Harry Potter’s suffering are: Sirius black death, Harry worried out of Hagwarts, Harry stop to play Quidditch, Percy forbids Ron to be Harry’s friend, doesn’t knows about Order of the Phoenix, Harry’s Father’s act, Harry’s potion unsuccessful, Cho Chang’s angry with Harry. Harry is not a prefect, Professor Umbridge’s detention, Harry’s scar burst, Harry becomes Voldemort, Cannot learn Occlumency, and Sirius has been beaten by Bellatrix.

The problem solving of Harry Potter’s suffering are: forget how Sirius dies, Harry frees from the hearing, Harry tries to forget Professor Umbridge’s arrangement, Harry try to ask Sirius, Harry ask to Ron and Hermione about Order of the Phoenix. Harry asks to Lupin and Sirius about his father. Harry understands why he can’t be a prefect, Harry strengthens himself to face Professor Umbridge’s detention, Harry learns Occlumency to stop his dream, and Harry has a great idea to meet Sirius.